Electrical stimulation of the rabbit pulmonary artery increases respiratory output.
This study was conducted to test the hypothesis that the pulmonary artery is involved in neural respiratory control and to identify the involved topographical region, if any. Six adult rabbits were anesthetized, artificially ventilated, and the chest was opened. The outer surface of the extra-pulmonary portion of the pulmonary artery was electrically stimulated by monitoring phrenic nerve activity. Phrenic nerve activity increased in three of the six rabbits when the proximal dorsal surface of the pulmonary trunk was stimulated. This positive response was abolished after bilateral vagotomy. In histological examinations we found densely grouped cells, i.e. pulmonary glomic tissue, with a fine nerve bundle in the tissue adjacent to the dorsal surface of the pulmonary trunk where electrical stimulation elicited respiratory augmentation. We suggest that there is a neural substrate which is involved in respiratory control inside the wall of or in the region adjacent to the proximal dorsal surface of the pulmonary trunk. Further studies to anatomically identify the neural substrate and clarify its physiological role in respiratory control are necessary.